PIPE CUTTER SAFETY
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly. YOU are responsible for
the safe operation of this equipment. The operator must carefully read and follow any
warnings, safety signs and instructions provided with or located on the equipment. Do not
remove, defeat, deface or render inoperable any of the safety devices or warnings on this
equipment. IF any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated, defaced or
rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!!
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Chromium from steel
products which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov
Danger: This tool has & creates multiple pinch points. Keep hands & other body parts clear at
all times.
Danger: Blade is sharp keep hands & other body parts clear at all times.
Caution: The cutting process creates burs & sharp edges on the ends of the pipe. Handle cut
pipe carefully.
APPLICATION:
Suitable for cutting pipe from 1/8" thru 2" in diameter.
OPERATION:
Open cutter jaws, by turning T-Handle counter-clockwise, until sufficient clearance is gained to
mount cutter over pipe to be cut.
Close jaws, by turning T-Handle clockwise, until jaws close on pipe. DO NOT FORCE. Just
close jaws until snug.
Rotate pipe cutter clockwise around pipe. At each complete revolution, tighten jaws to increase
depth of cut. Continue rotating pipe cutter around pipe, until pipe has been completely severed.
DO NOT wiggle cutter back & forth to break pipe off, as such action will fracture the cutting
wheels & render the cutter useless.
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
Gloves should be worn when cutting pipe, to prevent cut fingers & hands from sharp edges,
after pipe has been cut.
Do not attempt to repair or disassemble tool or component parts. If trouble develops,
return tool to Rental Yard.
If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these
instructions to the operator. IF there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,
DO NOT USE!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!! FAILURE TO FOLLOW
THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH

